Aims:  
1) Understand how Germany turned to a totalitarian state after WWI  
2) Identify the main ideas of Nazism

| Introduce myself (if it is the first lesson) | Why the Germans supported Hitler? | Response |
| ~Ask Question to arouse their interest  
~show idols' and Hitler photos  
(if there is a TV set, show 5 mins video for students) |  |
| How Germany turned to a totalitarian state after WWI? |  |
| 1) Discontented with the Weimar Republic government?  
2) Hitler rose to power => Hitler promised to end the Treaty of Versailles and to solve the post-war problems | ~Ask students to find the economic problems in p.36.  
~Ask students to find the basic information of the Nazi Party.  
~Teacher elaborate the points and writes in the blackboard. |  |
| Main ideas of Nazism |  |
| 1) One-party dictatorship  
2) Expansionist policy  
3) Policy of genocide  
4) Concentration camps | ~Ask students which ideas of Nazism be reflected in p.37 & 38 picture.  
~Teacher explain and writes the main points in blackboard. |  |
| Student's Activity:  
Design a symbol for the Nazi Party in Italy. |  |
| Conclusion--introduce the symbol of the Nazi Party. |  |
| 1) To know the students’ view and understanding towards the Nazism  
2) Introduce the original symbol of the Nazi Party--for conclusion | Ask students to design a symbol representing the Nazism.  
(choose 2-3 groups to explain their ideas) |  |